2005 nissan altima oil

Altima owners report that up to a basketball-size hole develops under the floor mats where the
floor pan metal rusts through. Still, motor mounts should not break! A known problem yet
Nissan didn't recall the catalytic converter or at least warn owners to do so before destroying
the piston rings, thus requiring a new engine. My son bought his first car, thinking we got a
good deal on a Nissan Altima. The car had a miles on it. Thinking that Nissan builds a good
product, we thought this car will run easily for another miles. I guess we were wrong. We
learned after just having the car for a couple months, that we are going through a quart of oil
every - miles. After reading about the problems on the internet, I realize that the pre-catalytic
converter breaks down and sucks the sandy dust back into the motor and takes the rings out.
The more oil it goes through, the more the pre-cat breaks down and so on. It is going to keep
getting worse and worse. I can't believe that after all these years worth of complaints that some
how this doesn't get taken care of. At least fix your problem instead of keep selling something
that the poor consumer has to take it in the shorts on. People need to quit buying Nissan's till
they fix there issues. From what I've read, I don't believe they have it fixed the problem yet. I
was actually looking into buying a Altima, and it sounds like this year has the same issues. And
is this only on the 2. Does anyone know for sure? Daughter's car started consuming oil about 2
years ago. It does not smoke out of the tailpipe. Dealer stated that they had engine problems on
the model Altima's. They added that they were changing engines at that time. They no longer
cover this problem. I started using heaver oil which slowed the consumption down. Eventually
the check engine light came on. Now the catalytic converter is bad and it will not pass
emissions'. It is extremely expensive to fix this problem. I can not afford to repair this car. I had
my engine replaced under warranty from Nissan after digging around on the internet for known
problems. So I called Nissan and they enrolled me in the oil consumption test and I either
passed or failed, I'm not sure which, but I was eligible for a replacement 'Short Block' after I was
told that bad piston rings were to blame for the oil blow-by. Here's what gets me - oil destroys
catalytic converters fast and not long after, my pre-cats went and my EGR valve, but they
refused to admit any ties between the two problems. So anyway, I have always run Mobil 1 oil
and changed every 4, miles since I bought it with 23, miles in Jan, Then months later, another
converter went and they refused to replace it since it was no longer covered under the parts
warranty which is either to 12 month or 12k miles, whichever is first to occur. I was livid Having
saved all my maintenance records and oil changes since I got the car in a notebook, I estimate
that the replacement engine has roughly 80k miles on it which is nothing really. And I have
roughly 3, miles on this oil change which I did on July 4th. Since then, I've added 3. No lie, it
sounds like a mix between an awful trombone and popcorn in my engine, almost like the engine
is being restricted somehow, and I lose every bit of power above 45mph and encounter
intermittent jerks as if running out of fuel or something similar. So between those two
dilemmas, I'm not happy either. But if not for the , mile Bumper2Bumper warranty I bought with
the car, I would have been doomed. I'm just really starting to notice that the dealership
technicians are even more half-assed than your typical American mechanic. And the parts that
Nissan uses are sheer junk. My Nissan has been a nightmare for the past 4 years, a prime
example of a lemon with a trunk full of headaches. The only thing I love to death is the Bose
sound system, that's simply incredible. Get back to me, thanks for reading my Nissan
Nightmare, fell free to send me a line - I enjoy the stories out there and were all in this together.
Best of luck everyone. My Nissan Altima is burning oil excessively. I have maintained it
religiously. I loved this car and this manufacturer until today. Nissan has taken advantage of me
for the last time. My family and I have bought many Nissans. I called several different dealers
when I had issues with my check engine light came on. I took to Auto Zone and they hooked it
up for free to computer and it was the two sensors that were actually a recall. My dad fixed for
me. Then it started burning oil excessively. Now I'm stuck with car I still owe a few grand on and
I can't sell to it anyone and not tell them the truth about the oil burning. No One in their right
mind would buy a car that is doing that. Please lets all ban together and get our money back
with a class action lawsuit. Let's make this right and make Nissan compensate us and correct
the lying cheating dealers, mainly Bob Rohrman Nissan of Chesterton for trying to rip off hard
working people. Hi friend of mine bought this nissan altima 2. I forgot to mention that car has
miles. If your car does the same, research the internet you will find a lots of same problems on
these cars. Excessive oil consumption. Use of High mileage oil reduced consumption to about
0. It started with the check engine light, took it to the dealer ship said it was a misfire and
needed to replace a censor. Then the heater would not blow out hot air. Only when we went a
high rate of speed would it actually blow out hot air. Then the coolant started to disappear, as
well as the oil. Replaced coolant and oil, replaced oil filter And now I have a hole in my engine.
Wish I would have found it sooner. And after reading all the post, I'm not even sure I want to
replace the engine. If the same problems are going to continue what is the point I Bought a

Nissan Altima, 4 cy. I started having problems with the crankshaft sensor,the dealer gave me a
discount to get this fix because they were aware of the problem DEALER also told me if I get
this fix the car would be working fine. I did replaced the Sensor,but the service engine soon
light kept coming on.. It reads the same error every time, crankshaft sensor. My Nissan Altima is
burning excessive oil and coolant!!!! I've checked for leaks under my car and not one leak, but
every three days I have to put more coolant in and once a week put oil!!! My check engine light
is on too!! Engine was using oil at the rate of about a quart every 3 weeks and the car had only
about 30, miles on it. I brought the car brand new. After informing the dealer about the problem,
the dealer initially tried to track the oil consumption and wanted to change the oil or add oil to
the crankcase every time I brought the car in for them to look at, in spite of the fact that I had
been tracking the oil consumption and had written records to prove it. It is my opinion the
dealer was trying to run down the "warranty clock" that was soon to expire at 36, miles. I had to
go through a lot of phone calls and letter writing, but in the end, and I must compliment them for
doing this, NISSAN's consumer complaint division told the dealer to replace the engine. If you
have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Nissan dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure
7 reports dealer replaced engine 4 reports pre-catalytic converter break down 2 reports use high
milage oil 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Altima problem
yet. Be the first! Find a good Nissan mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter
your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Like a few others I
know who have Altima's head gasket blown. Search CarComplaints. My engine is sucking up
my oil. NO leaks but pain in the butt, along with other issues. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. Many Nissan owners have reported excessive oil consumption for ,
, and models like Maxima, Altima, Pathfinders, etc. I believe that, with the help of the right
mechanic, I have discovered the cause and why it has been so elusive. The story should rightly
infuriate many owners who have spent so much money trying to fix the issue. I had the same oil
consumption problem with my Maxima. Each time I went to the dealer, they basically played
dumb as to what could be causing the problem. There were no external signs - no leaking, no
smoke, etc. When I asked if they had ever seen anything like it - there answer was no. When I
asked what is the usual cause? Their response was that owners were not changing oil at
required intervals. The problem with excessive oil consumption that became noticeable at
around 70, miles, eventually took my engine out. Luckily, I removed it from the Nissan
dealership where it was towed and had it taken to a garage - owned by a Nissan trained
mechanic - previously trained at that same dealership. He recognized the underlying cause. The
excessive oil consumption was caused by faulty catalytic converter design. As the catalytic
converters aged, they produced a sand like substance that was being sucked back into the
engine during the common negative cycle. This created a comet like substance that created
excessive internal engine wear. As engine oil was drawn into areas it should not be and burned
off, it further accelerated the catalytic breakdown process. NHTSA and Each Nissan vehicle
owner that was impacted by this would have had a difficult time seeing the forest for the trees.
Each would have been looking for issues for their particular model. However, this issue covers
wide spectrum of models. For example, the Maxima 6 cylinder engine can be in the Pathfinder,
the Altima, the Infinity, etc. How many models use cats produced by the same manufacturer?
The shell game: Nissan and the dealerships have had great incentive to divert attention away
from the real cause. To avoid a wider recall than with just the existing Sentra one. Do a Google
search and you will find some amazing coincidences. When Nissan was forced to honor their
warranty, engines AND catalytic converters were often replaced without an explanation. When
owner solutions were provided by dealers, the engines were replaced, or rebuilt without dealing
with the cats. Here is a clincher: Also reported is that, even though the catalytic converters had
failed, the check engine lights never came on. Many do not know that the internal diagnostic
computer can be made to ignore any area. My computer did not report anything wrong with my
Maxima cats even though they were almost non-existent and had much of this dust. One cats
material was a ball the size of a small fist - sometimes blocking the exit of the exhaust, causing
a loss of power. Also, searching online, you will find reports of mechanics acknowledging that
Nissan stopped the computer from reporting Cat errors. In my opinion, there has been a wide
ranging cover-up about the Nissan Cats. This is something that should have been an obvious
concern of U. Government lawyers when the original Sentra recall happened. Problem catalytic
converters are not just restricted to the Sentra. Oh, yes. I replaced the engine with a 84k used
one. And, it had the same problem as the previous one. The converter is well downsteam of the
inner workings of the engine. Thanks for replying. There are 3 CATs in the Maxima and two are
right against the engine making it very likely that the back pressure would suck the sand into
the engine. The mechanic that noticed this was trained by Nissan regarding this same issue.

The excessive oil consumption is causing the Catalytic converters to fail. The catalytic
converters are not designed to burn that much oil. More like a perfect storm. Once the sand gets
inside and causes wear, it causes more oil to burn. Then, the more oil that is burned, gets
scrubbed by the CATs, causing faster deterioration. Once this cycle is happening, engine failure
can come fast. Testimonials about this are all over the web. I have seen some discussions
owners placed on other sites taken down. This is a board full of skeptics and since this all
sounds unusual you will hear all sorts of alternatives. The feds also have plenty of places where
people can file complaints. Any suggestions where? I have worked with large corporations and
know how the diversionary process can happen to try and lesson damages. The game becomes
one of trying to wait out that 7 year window. I, and others, may have already lost, but there are
many more who still might have a chance with this. The cats you are referring to are called
warm up cats, sometimes called pre-cats. Almost all cars have them these days, but for some
reason, a lot of Nissan owners and mechanics believe this story. Nissan uses a long overlap on
the exhaust valves that extends well into the beginning of the intake cycle, that is how the
negative pressure is created in the exhaust manifold. It is intentional so that some of the
exhaust gas is drawn back into the engine. These engines use this in place of an EGR valve. I
am not going to try to validate this story, my son has one of those Sentra Spec-V that is subject
to premature oil consumption. His came brand new with a reman engine. The car was recalled
off the dealer lot before it was sold to get the engine replaced. All Nissan did with these was
disassemble them and replace the rings. Now, to me, that is a believable story. If Nissan dealers
had been provided with the means to reprogram the OBD-2 government mandated emissions
system so it would ignore CAT failure, this fact would soon be discovered by federally
mandated emissions tests which would discover that the actual tail-pipe emissions were way
over the allowable limit but the OBD-2 system failed to detect or register that fault. If you feel
Datsun has treated you unfairly, your only recourse is to never buy another vehicle from
themâ€¦. Thanks again. I do appreciate the extensive knowledge and experience responders
have been showing here. I do not know the statistics on when the average consumer trades in
their vehicle at what mileage , but this point may be pertinent to the discussion as well. If most
people, as I would suspect, have traded their Maxima in before the excessive oil consumption
has taken place, it is left for the second owner to notice. Another point is that the theorized
cause would most often follow standard diagnosed lines. Even when the real initiating cause
may have resulted by the CAT sand or breakdown, it would also be true that the excessive oil
consumption is being caused by worn rings. If most people, as I suspect, have traded their
Maxima in before the excessive oil consumption became known, it is left for the second owner
to notice, and the factory warranty has likely expired. Another point is that the theorized cause
would most often follow standard diagnosed cause and effect lines. Even when the initiating
cause may have been the CAT sand or breakdown, it would also be true that the excessive oil
consumption is being caused by worn rings. You state your '03 Maxima was going through oil
so I ask the following. Did you buy the car brand new? How often was the oil changed? I
purchased the car used at about 40k from the same Nissan dealer it was serviced at. I asked
them to look at their records to see if anything unusual had happened. They said there was
nothing. My oil changes were documented, as required, and verified with the dealer. Most all
driving was not stop and go city driving but rather minimum 40 - 90 mile trips. Oil changes were
done about one per month. In my experience, I noticed a big change in oil consumption at about
70k. I have heard that this is right about when the CAT warranty expires also. I do not still have
the original engine but do still have the original CATs. At no time during the whole time did the
computer give a check engine warning for the CATs even though they were pretty much dust.
As I also mentioned, the used 80k engine I purchased had the same oil consumption for that
mileage - about miles per quart. I am not a knowledgeable mechanic, However, I trust the one I
have now and am a conscientious driver and owner. The very early cars, in the year range that
you described, ran their engines very lean, to get very good fuel economy numbers, and held
the variable timing longer to get a larger pull of exhaust gasses into the combustion chamber to
lower the NOx amounts they created by running the engine leaner. Over time, these higher
exhaust temps would break up the pre-cat material on the leading edge of the catalyst, and
during the EGR function, that catalyst material would be introduced into the combustion
chamber, and would basically sand blast the walls of the piston bore. This increases the
clearance, leads to scuffing and gouging of the cylinder wall, and eventually you have
introduced enough wear to allow for excessive oil consumption. The 3. When that light is seen,
the mechanic would see the debris in the EGR tubes, and then pull the catalytic converters, and
see the damage. So, do what you will with the information. It was long out of drivetrain warranty
when it failed. At the most, you might have been able to force them to replace the cat under
emissions warranty if you had caught it early enough. I purchased a brand new Nissan Altima

with 3. At approx , Km it starting burning oil. At , km I was putting a litre of oil every time I put a
tank of gas in it. We did all the manufactures suggested maintenance with oil changes every km
and sometimes more often. Never once did we have a check engine warning or any error codes.
There are no oil leaks, no smoke out the exhaust, no rust. When this car was not in use it was
parked in a attached garage. I talked to the Nissan dealership about this problem and they said
that fix is an engine replacement. The only logical explanation is that the pre-cat is breaking
down and foreign material is being sucked in during the negative pressure created as the
exhaust valves are programmed to stay open a little longer for fuel economy. If Nissan messed
with programming of the pre-cat error code they should be liable. I will investigate this issue
further and get a lawyer. Just because you had a bad experience does not mean anything at all.
Also why drag up a 5 year old thread? I feel that I got screwed by Nissan, and especially the
Nissan dealer. The dealer made every effort to scare me away from having my engine pulled and
evaluated, saying they likely would not be able to determine the cause. Yet, as I mentioned
earlier, the mechanic who eventually removed my ruined engine at another garage, was an
actual master Nissan trained mechanic, at the same original dealership, who was trained on the
same exact issue. He saw and immediately knew what the cause was. I then purchased a used
engine, but it had the same exact problem. I had that 2nd engine removed and had to purchase
the 3rd one with less mileage, to catch the problem before the dame was caused again. I
complained through a dealership feedback network and was called back by Nissan. By the way,
when the first engine was ruined, I still had years more on payments! First off, I have no
knowledge of whether or not certain Nissan engines have a systematic oil burning problem or
not. But it seems conceivable at least grit from a deteriorating cat could find its way back into
the innards of the engine. Consider a dust storm. Even tho the wind is blowing in one direction,
some sand seems to get everywhere. And since a cat is made with a ceramic material, if dust
from that got into the engine it would likely be pretty abrasive. However, this all seems like
speculation without proof. The Government EPA would be VERY unhappy at this fraud and
Nissan would be in serious trouble, looking at a sales ban and tremendous negative publicityâ€¦
If you feel Datsun has treated you unfairly, your only recourse is to never buy another vehicle
from themâ€¦. Thanks for your feedback. This is common, and well known in Nissan Owner
circles. The car is off the road and parked until I determine how to fix it! I recommend to
everyone not to buy a Nissan! Purolator oil filters are designed to meet OE performance and
guarantee up to Equipped with an ultra-durable internal construction and oil filter canister,
We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Oil Filter part. Shop Nissan Altima Oil Filter. Showing 1 - 15 of 25 results. Display item:. Sort by:.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part Number: K33HP Part
Number: K33PS Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 25 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,
Answers. It facilitates proper lubricatio Jun 24, Came in as promised. On-time, nicely packaged,
and was exactly what I ordered. Peter Vlahos. Purchased on Jun 09, Jun 11, I have used
2019 santa fe owners manual
1994 ford ranger repair manual
ibanez rg 320 wiring diagram
their filters in all of my cars of the past ten years. Great stuff! A little pricey, but worth it.
Purchased on Mar 01, Jun 10, Saw this Filter and then read the reviews. Finally came in the post
and it was not the quality that I expected from Bosch. Will add a further review once I use the
filter and change it when the next oil change is due. Purchased on Jan 04, Helpful Automotive
Resources. Fluid ColorWhat Type. Then,you have to deal with the old oil and filter. I could think
of a more productive. But how do you know when your oil filter needs to be changed exactly?
The information it obtains is sent to the PCM in the form of a voltage value or signal. However,
you must be careful when draining out hot oil as you can burn yourself. Also, around half a
quart of oil may still remain in the upper parts of the engine. Knowing how. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

